A Graph G=(V,E) with p vertices and q edges is said to be a Geometric mean if it is possible to label the vertices xv with distinct labels f(x) from 1,2,….q+1 in such a way that when each edge e=uv is labeled with f(e=uv) = ⌈√ ( ) ( )⌉ or ⌊√ ( ) ( ) ⌋, then the resulting edge labels are distinct. In this case f is called Geometric mean labeling of G. In this paper we investigate the Geometric mean labeling behavior for some new families of Graphs.
Introduction
The graph considered here will be finite undirected and simple. The vertex set is denoted by V (G) and the edge set is denoted by E (G). A cycle of length n is Cn and a path of length n is denoted by Pn. For all other standard terminology and notations we follow Harray [1] . Mean labeling was introduced is [2] and Harmonic mean labeling was introduced in [3] . S. Somasundaram and P. Vidhyarani was introduced the concept of Geometric mean labeling of graphs and the basic results was proved in [3] . In this paper, we investigate some new graphs are Geometric mean graphs. The definitions and other informations which are useful for the present investigation are given below.
Definition 1.1:
A Graph G = (V, E) with p vertices and q edges is said to be a Geometric mean if it is possible to label the vertices xV with distinct labels f(x) from 1,2,….q+1 in such a way that when each edge e=uv is labeled with f(e=uv) = ⌈√ ( ) ( )⌉ or ⌊√ ( ) ( ) ⌋, then the resulting edge labels are distinct. In this case f is called Geometric mean labeling of G. On geometric mean graphs
Edges are labeled with f(siui) = 7i-6, 1in
Then we get distinct edge labels.
Thus f provides a Geometric mean labeling for LnAK 2 .
Example 2.2:
The labeling pattern is shown in the following figure 
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Proof: Let u1, u2…..un and v1, v2…,vn be the two path of length n. Join ui and vi, 1in.The resultant graph is Ln.
For 1in-1, Join ui and vi+1, and the resultant graph is TLn and whose edge set is E= {ui ui+1, vivi+1, uivi+1 /1in-1}{uivi/1in-1}
Triangular LadderTLn has 4n-3 edges Define a function f: V (TLn)  {1,2,…q+1} by
Edges are labeled with
Hence TLn is a Geometric mean graph.
Consequently we have the following. Proof: Let u1, u2….un and v1 v2….vn two paths of length n. Join ui and vi, (1in).
The resultant graph is Ln.
For 1in-1, join ui and vi+1the resultant graph is TLn For 1in, add two new vertices xi and yi and join ui with xi and vi with yi
The resultant graph is TLnAK1, Whose edge set is E = {ui ui+1, vivi+1, uivi+1 | 1in-1} {ui vi, xiyi, yivi 1in}
On geometric mean graphs
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Define a function f: V (LnAK1)  {1,2,…q+1} by
Edges are labeled with f(u1v1)=3, f(uivi) = 6i-4, 2in
Hence f provides a Geometric mean labeling of TLnAK1.
Example 2.5:
A Geometric mean labeling of TL4AK1 given below. 
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Theorem 2.6: TnAK1 is a Geometric mean graph.
Proof: Let u1, u2,…,un be a path of length n for 1in-1 add new vertices vi. such that vi is joined with ui and ui+1. The resultant graph is Tn.
For 1in, add new vertices xi and for 1jn-1, add new vertices yj such that xi is joined with ui and yj is joined with vj.The resultant graph is TnAK1 whose edge set is E= {ui ui+1, ui+1vi, viui uiyi / 1in-1}{ ui xi,/ 1in}
Define a function f: V (TnAK1)  {1,2,3,…q+1} by
Hence TnAK1 is a Geometric mean graph.
The labeling pattern is shown in the following figure. Define a function f: V (QnAK1)  {1,2,….q+1} by
Then the edge labels are all distinct.
In the view of above defined labeling pattern, f is a Geometric mean labeling of G. 
Example 2.8: Geometric mean labeling of Q4AK1 is given below
